Appendix 4: Cartoons
Cartoon 1: Bendy bus blues
This shows the two friends who are both users of wheelchairs sadly waving as although the
bus is wheelchair accessible there is only the facility to take one wheelchair at a time so they
cannot travel together. – What Articles are relevant to this situation?
Cartoon 2: The right level
This is a positive image of a teacher using circle time with children to get to their level,
encourage them to interact equally and ensure that the children are positively supported to
contribute and participate
Cartoon 3: In the balance
This cartoon shows a balancing scale with children on one side and adults on the other – it is
intended to depict the balancing that needs to constantly be monitored between the rights of
children and the rights of adults. The balance should be tipped in the favour of the child
wherever possible.
Cartoon 4: Sized?
This shows a young person who has grown out of his wheelchair – this happens to young
people far too frequently, where deals in the provision of wheelchairs means that the
equipment they are given when they are younger becomes unsuitable as they grow but they
struggle to have it replaced when they need it and to have their voice heard as to how
important it is to their lives – what articles are relevant to this situation?
Cartoon 5: Read All About It!
The media bombard society with negative messages about young people; this image shows
two young people walking past a newsagent with typical views on the youth of today. What
articles are relevant to this situation? Use this image to discuss the role of the media in
providing a balanced representation of young people.
Cartoon 6: School toilet trauma
The poor state of school toilets has been raised as an issue for many years by the Children’s
Commissioner for Wales this is an issue that affects the right of children to the best possible
standard of health. The basic principles are that children should be allowed to go to the toilet
when they want and should have the best possible facilities available to them. However, lots
of children say that they do not use the toilet in school all day as they are fearful of bullying
and the conditions are very poor. In 2010 when the Commissioner asked children about their
school toilets he found that only a third of respondents feel that their school toilets are
always clean, around a third reported that soap and hot water is always available, only forty
per cent said that soft toilet paper is always or most of the time available to them. More than
half of the children reported that their toilet doors do not close and lock and almost half did
not have seats on their toilets.
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